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AI}STRACT

The positron annihilation technique is usecl in this study as a microscopic probe to investigate

vacancy-type defects in Cz-silicon material.

In examining the distribution of defects across six inch wafers which has been grown with

different pull speeds, we have observed no systematic variation in the lifetime characteristics.

These observations lead us to conclude that there is no obvious relationship between the pull

speed and the vacancy concentration and distribution across the wafers.

The investigations of B-doped and Sb-doped materials show that vacancies can be retained after

growth at a concentration of 
-3xl0l6 

cm-3.

Rapid Thermal Annealing (RTA) and furnace annealing are found to increase the vacancy

concentration. The vacancies are then trapped by oxygen cluster complexes in lightly B-tloped

inaterials and these complexes appear to have temperature depenclent confìguration which can be

quenched-in by rapid cooling. In heavily Sb-doped materials, Sb appears to be the dominating

vacancy trap.

For the thermal donor formation kinetics study, the first set of samples investigated are B-doped

p-type material cocloped with carbon impurity. The results show that cluring the thermal clonor

generation at 4500C the monovacancy response decreases relative to the divacancy response after

32h of annealing time. RTA of thermal donors show a complex process which begins to take

place at 725oC during which the divacancies convert into monovacancies. No correlation was

evident between thermal clonor concentrati<.rn and vacancy response.

The second set of samples investigated are B-doped without any carbon codoping. The results

reveal a clifferent efl'ect from the C-dopecl santples.
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CII,APTEII, ONE

1.I. I¡.ITRODTJCTION

The discovery of the positron, or antielection, was an important consequence of the theoretical

and experimental development of quantum mechanics in physics.

The story began in 1926 when Gordon ancl Klein formulatecl a relativistic quantuln mechanical

theory, which gave negative energy solutions for the electron (l). Four years later Dirac

published "A Theory of Electrons and Protons" where he postulated his famous "hole" theory,

in which the positron was viewed as a missing electron ( a "hole") in the "sea" of electrons all

with negative energy. Dirac stated in this theory that an electron (with positive energy) could

jumpintothe"hole",ancl energywill bereleasedbyemissionofT-cluanta. Dirac'sequationhad

two solutions for the total energy of the electron, E=+Gfc2+mo2c4¡l/2, where p is the

momentum of the electron, c is the velocity of light, and mo is the rest mass of the electron. The

energy would reach values between moc2-'* and -moc2--oo The continuum of states from

-moc2-'-* was occupiecl by electrons with negative energies. When a"y-ray with an energy larger

than2moc2 interacts with one of the electrons with negative energy, the electron would be lifted

into a positive state, leaving a "hole" which would behave as a positively charged particle (2).

The annihilation process takes place by the falling-down of the electron with positive energy into

the "hole", and y-quanta with a total energy of E=2moc'*E**E- (where moc2 is the rest mass

of electron and positron, and E"., E- is the kinetic energy of the positron and electron

respectively) would be emitted (see figure 1.1 Ref. 149).

In 1933 Anclerson showed experimentally the existence of a positively charged particle with a

mass similar to the rnass of an electron by using the Wilson cloud chamber (3). In the presence

of a strong magnetic field, the tracks on a photographic plate were observefl to be causetl by a

2
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Figure 1.1 : A schematic representation of "Hole-Theory".

positively charged particle which had a mass closer to that of the electron than that of the proton.

Blackett and Occhialini (a) gave further experimental evidence of the existence of the p<.rsitron

in a paper published in 1933 which confirmed the observations of Anclerson. One year later, it

was shown by Thibaud (5) that the positron could annihilate with an electron by emission of two

7-quanta, each with an energy of 0.511 Mev. Klemperer also demonstrated that the quanta were

emitted in coincidence and in opposite clirections (6). For further readings on the discovery of

the positrons, see reference (7).

The applications of the positron annihilation techniques (PAT) for the study of materials began

in 1942 when De Benecletti et al (8) investigated the lifetime of positrons in different metals.

From that time on the positron annihilation technique became a very useful probe in the field of

defect studies of materials. The technique proved to be very sensitive to different vacancy type
,:4.

,:':,
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¿efects such as vacancies, vacancy clusters, voids, and possibly dislocations. The non destructive

feature of this methocl gives an important advantage in extracting inf<rnnation about the nature

ancl the concentration of ilef'ects which may be revealed in the characteristics 0f the ¡rositron

annihilation. 'fhere are usually three methods of positron annihilation used in order to extract

information about the annihilation quanta (see figure 1.2 Ref. 149); Doppler broading

measurements, the angular correlation meâsurements (these two methods give information about

electron momenta), and the positron lifetime measurements. The work presented in this thesis

cleals only with the use of the positron lifetime measurements which gives information about the

electron density. 1'he method will be explained in more detail in the following chapters.
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SPECIMEN

Figure I .2 : Schematic representation of the life of a positron. The detection of the emitted "¡-

quanta is the base of positron annihilation technique'

What is a clefect? A great deal of work had been carried out by scientists in this field in order

to fincl out the nature of a defect. T'he crystalline defect generally speaking means any region

where the microsco¡ric arrangement of ions difTers drastically from that of a perfect crystal (9).

The defects are classified into three categories ; Point clefects, line defects, and surface defects,

according to whether the irnperfect region is bounded on the atomic scale in one, two, or three

{imensions. There is a wicle variety of clefects but we will rnainly be invef,tigating in this work

4



the p'int clefects, rnore specifically vacancies and vacancy clusters. Vacancies ancl interstitials

are point defects consisting of the absence of ions or presence of extra ions. T'heir presence is

a normal thermal equilibrium phenornenon, so tltey can be an intrinsic f'eatule of'real crystals'

Such clefects are responsible for the observed electrical conductivity of ionic crystals, and also

can alter their optical properties. Another type of defects we may briefly corne across is

clislocations. The dislocation is the line of clemarcation between two regions of a crystal, one of

which has slipped relative to the other (10). These defects can be produced when a crystal is

irracliated by sufficiently energetic particles (ractiation damage) or by deformation. Dislocations

are responsible in explaining the observecl strength (or rather the lack of shear strength) of real

crystals. The illustrations of different kinds of defects are shown in chapter four.

Metals are characterizedby high electrical conductivity, because a large number of electrons in

a metal is free to move. These free electrons afe called conduction electrons. The outer

electrons of the atom become the concluction electrons of the metal (11). Metallic conductivity

is typically between 10a ancl 106 (flcrn)-1 while typical insulators have conductivities of less than

1g-lo 1ççm¡-1. Some solicls with concluctivities between 10-10 ancl 10a (Ocm)-l are classifìed as

semicottducrors. T'hese are covalently boncled. Without going into a lengthy disctlssiol.t on this

subject, since it is beyond the scope of this work, the important feature is that semicoltductors

have an encrgy gapbeLween the valence ancl the conductio¡r energy bancls while semi-metals ancl

metals have no such gap. l'he clifference between semiconcluctors ancl insulators is a ntatter of

the numerical value of the energy gap. As the temperature approaches absolute zero, pure

semiconductors become insulators. Likewise the semiconductors become nearly metallic when

heavily dopecl.' Typical ele¡nental semiconcluctors are silicon, diamond and germanitlm all

belonging to the fourth group of the periodic table. In the third group, the lightest element boron

is also consiclerecl semiconcluctor. The lightest elenrent of the fifth group is antimony, which may

5



be classified as semiconductor (12). The behaviour of semiconduct<lrs is not restricted only to

solids, but there are coûlpound, liquicl, ancl some atomatic hyclrocarbon semiconductors. Fu¡:ther

explanation will be given in the following cltapters regarding the physics of setll¡corxlttct<trs.

The stucly of clefects in semiconcluctors ancl metals has mainly three goals ; (1) the iclentifìcation

of the defects, (2) the understanding of horv the defects are introducecl (and removed), and (3)

the understanding of the changes in the physical properties caused by those defects. There are

many techniques by which defects are introduced into semiconductors and metals, eg., quenching

for high temperatures, plastic deformation, irradiation by neutrons, by heavy charged particles

or by electrons, thermal annealing and other techniques as well (13). Quite generally, a

semiconductor is intrins¿c if its electronic properties are dominated by electrons thermally excited

from the valence to the concluction band, ancl extrinsic if its electronic properties are clominated

by electrons contributed to the conduction band by impurities (or captured from the valence band

by impurities). Impurities that contribute to the carrier density of a semiconductor are called

rlonors if they supply aclcliti<tnal electrons to the concluction band, and acceptors if they supply

additional holes to i.e., capture electrons from the valence band (14).

In an n-type semiconcluctor the impurity or donor atoms have one more valence electron than the

atoms composing the crystal lattice. These donor atoms readily donate their extra valence

electron to the conduction band, thus producing mobile electrons in the condtrction band to carry

current ancl positively charged donor atoms or ions locked in the lattice. In a p-type

semiconductor the impurity or acceptor atoms have one less valence electron than the atoms

composing the lattice. These acceptor atoms readily attract electrons from the valence band, thus

producing mobile positive holes in the valence bancl to carry current and negatively chargecl

acceptor atoms or ions locked in the Iattice (15). The charge state of a defect corresponds to the

number of the carriers which remain localized on the site of the defect. Th9 concerttration of a

6



defect in a given charge state is cleterminecl by the position of the Fermi level as contpared to the

position of the localizecl electronic state associated with the defect. Thtts, the charge state will

clepencl on the temperature, the cloping inrpurity concentration ancl the concentrations of other

<leep levels (16). Defects in semiconductors can have a positive charge which will nrake them

undetectable for the Positrons.

7



CIIAPTER TWO

POSITIION PIIYSICS
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CTIAPTER TIVO

2.1 A@

When a positron from the radioactive source is injected into a sample, the kinetic energy is

usually several hundred keV. This energy is rapidly lost by collisions with the atoms of the

medium, (the slow-clown process) which normally takes l0-ll ¡o 19-12 sec in s<llicls. Only a very

small portion of positrons annihilate during this process (17). The mean implantation range is

typically 100pm. The thermalized positrons can annihilate through several processes. They may

annihilate from a free state or from some bound state withilt a molecule or a defect, or they may

annihilate from a state where it is bound to one electron only (this bound state is the so-called

positronium atom). The lifetime of positrons is characteristic of each material and varies from

No-22

Ø Y
1 200 KeV

+
e

Y Y
5'11 K eV 511 KeVe

Figure 2.1 : Positron annihilation lifetime experiment.

100 to 500 ps. Figure 2.1 (Ref. 1B) shows schematically the positron annihilation lifetime

experiment. 'l'he positrons fiom the most commonly usecl raclioactive isotope22Na annihilate in

the sample material. The nucleus emits a 1.28 MeV photon within a few picoseconds after the

)
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positron elrìissiorì which scrves as a birth signal. 'l'he tinre delay between the birth arrcl the

subsequently emittecl annihilation gammas is the lif'etime measurement of the positron. T'he

rnomentum of the annihilating electron-positron pair can be detected as a small angle deviation

from collinearity between the two 511 keV photons. T'he motion of the pair also causes a

Doppler shift of the annihilation radiation and can be detected by an accurate energy

measufements of one of the photons (18).

The positron-electron annihilation is a quantum phenomena where the particle masses are

converted into electromagnetic energy. There are several ways in which the annihilation of a

positron with an electron will occur. One-gamma annihilation is possible only in the presence

of other boclies, which absorb the recoil momentum. This process is very rare, and it is mainly

interesting from a theoretical point of view. The main process is the two-gamma annihilation

which requires that the photons are ernitted in opposite directions in the centre of the mass systenr

in orcler to conserve momentum, each of the gamrna rays carrying half of the energy of the

process. The three-gamma annihilation is important only in a spin-correlated state like ortho-

positroniurn, where the selection rulcs lorbid the two-gantrna annihilation process.

From the non relativistic Iimit of the 2 "y-annihilation cross section clerived by Dirac one obtains

the annihilation probability per unit time or the annihilation rate À=nro2cn, which is indepenclent

of the positron velocity. Here ro is the classical electron radius, c the velocity of light and r¡ is

the electron, clensity at the site of the positron. The electron density of the medium can,

however, not be obtained by determining the annihilation rate À, because the opposite charges

of the electrgn ancl the positron creates a strong enhancement of the local electron density n" from

the equilibrium value. Calculation of these positron-electron correlations is a complicated

many-bocly problem which is well unclerstood only in the case of the electron gas (19). The

enhancement is typically in the orcler of 4, but depenrls on the electron density.

10



2.2 Pr¡S¡tron'I'hernlalization

It has long been shown that when a fast positron from a raclioactive source penetrates a solid, it

interacts with electrons ancl nuclei and so losses gradually its kinetic energy until it becomes

thermalized. Elastic collisions with electrons result in ionization or electronic excitations

clepencling on the energy transferred to the electrons. In inelastic collisions with nuclei, a

positron can lose energy by emitting radiation, by creating phonons or even by atomic

clisplacements. Thermalization justifies the assumption that the momenta of positrons are small

compared to the momenta of the electrons with which they annihilate. In metals, electron

excitation clominates the inelastic-scattering process. The stopping power, ,S:-dE/d,r, ie' the

energy loss per unit rlistance traversecl of a mediurn for swift particles is usually calculated in

terms of a "continuous slowing-down approximation", according to which energy losses occur

almost continuously in small portions through collisions with electrons in the meclium.

'l'he stopping power, which is practically constant antl equal to lMeV/gcm between 0. I anrl l0

MeV, increases by one order of magnitucle when E clecreases from 0. 1 MeV to 0. 1 keV

according to the Bethe expression :

dE zre4Nz
dx E

where I is the mean excitation energy ancl N the clensity of atoms with atomic number Z. The

mean energy loss per path length after reaching a maximum value around E=20eY decreases

very rapidly. In metal that clecrease results fì'om the fact that core ionization and plasmon

excitation clisappear. Moreover, below 10 eV the electron-hole excitation becomes less efficient

since its energy loss rate clecreases as 82. In metals, electron hole scattering remains allowed

until therm¿ll energies. In insulators electron hole excitation is limitecl to positron energies larger

11
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than the enel'gy gap. To achieve complete positron thermalization, phonon creation becomes the

predominant process. In any case, the mean energy loss rate of epithermal positrons is a rapidly

clecreasing function of the positron energy. -I'he total thermalization time rth=10-lls is

nevertheless short compared to the lifetime of positron in matter r> 10-l0s (20).

The clepth ilistribution of the thermalized positrons in the sample is well described by:

dp(x)=aexp(-ux)dx (l)

where x is the distance from the surfãce of the sample and a is given by

o=lipl7^o*t.43 [*t-l] Q)

E*u* is the end point energy of the positrons (0. 54 MeV) and p is the density of the samples in

glcm3. Forsiliconaequalsg6cm-l,whichmeansthatessentiallyall positronsannihilatewithin

a clepth of 0.2mm (the average penetration clepth is l/a=0.1 mm for silicon). The 22Na positron

source is therefure only suitable for bulk stuclies and can not practically be used for investigations

of thin films ( < 10¡^un) or surfaces. For such studies slow positron beams are used with kinetic

energy tunable from a few eV to several keV (21)'

2.3 ltosifnlrt Lifclinlss

The rate by which the annihilation take place is :

ìr=rr,2 c I I ú.(r) l2 n 
"(r)d.3 

r (3)

where ro is the classical raclius of electron, c the speed of light, ú*(r) positron wave filnction,

ancl nr(r) the electron clensity. It must be stressed that n"(r) is the electron density deterrnined

t2



self consistently with the presence of the positron. 'Ihis is important since the positron locally

enhances the electron clensity easily by a factor of two. The calculations of the positron wave

function ancl annihilation rates in metals and semiconductors (22,23) show that the positron wave

function is peakecl in the interstitial regions between the atoms. This result is expected when one

considers that the potential which exclucles the negatively charged electrons from the interstitial

region will have the opposite effect on the positively chargecl positrons.

2.4 Trapping by Defects

positrons can be trapped in a material that contains defects. Trapping occurs typically for

vacancy-type clefects because the positron energy is reduced relative to the untrapped state due

to a reducecl gverlap between the positively charge ion core and the positively charged positron'

The binding energy is the orcler 0-l eV which vary considerably with the morphology of the

clefect. 'l'here are a lèw experinrental inclications lì)r trapping by irltelstitial relatecl del'ects, hut

theoretical calculations on specific systems are lacking as yet. Positron traps can be r.lividecl into

two categories: Deep traps where the bincling energy is much larger than thermal energy at 300K

(liaQev) ancl shallow traps where the energies are comparable. A clistinct aspect encountered

in semiconcluctors (ancl not in metal) is that only neutral or negatively chargecl defects are

responsible for ttapping positrons.

2.5 Model for Trapping

There are two funclamentally clifferent moclels for clescribing the trapping mechanism of positrons:

the statistical moclel and the trapping morlel.

2.5.1 The statistical model

In this model one assumes that an ensemble of positrons during or at the end of the thermalization

process have become trappecl at various clefècts or reside in the bulk. However, the work of this

thesis was carried out using the trapping model only, to be described below-

13



2.5.2 The traPPing model

In contrast to the statistical moclel, the trapping moclel (24-26) uses the assumption that all

positrons are in only one state at the tirne of'thernlalization (t=0). 'l'his state is a rlelocalized

Bloch state (see Fig' 2.2). When defects are

present in the sample material under

investigation, positrons are assumed to be

ffansferred from the Bloch state (commonly

referrecl to as the bulk state) to a defect with

trapping rate Ki proportional to defect

concentration C¡.

K;=tr¡C¡ (4)

Bloch state (Àg)

K2

( Àz)

K
3

( Às)

\ ,/
Deep states

Figure 2.2 : Trapping liom Bl<lch state into twtr

diffþrent traps with trapping rates x2 and 13.

where C¡ is the number of clef'ects of type "i" per unit volume ancl ¡r¡ is called the specific

trapping rate.

T'he gccupation probability f'<rr positrons in the bulk state n" and in the defect state ni can be

expressecl by the following differential equations:

i= 1,2,..,N (s)

dn (6)

dt
'hrttr+x¡n6

where Às is the annihilation rate in the bulk state and Dx¡ is the total trapping rate cltre to the

t4

#=-^uuu-,u|n,
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clifferent tYPe of defects.

The first term in equation (5) describes that positrons disappear from the bulk state by

annihilation whereas the seconcl term descritres that positrons disappear from the bulk state by the

ffansfer to an other state. Also, equation (5) assumes that detrapping does not take place because

the traPs are deeP.

The total occupation probability can be obtainecl by solving the coupled differential eqtrations

using the boundary conditions at t=0, ns= I and ni=0.

Thus;

n(t)=tt Ð \#r)expr-(Àr+Ðr,rtt*ÐçiÐtexp(-x;Ð 
(7)

n n

Where the terms in front of the exponentials are called the intensities of the lifetime components

ancl have the sum one. Since the annihilation of positrons are detected, a lifetime spectrurn will

then have the theoretical form

,,rr= -dn(t) (S)

dt

A very important consequence of the trapping moclel is that the bulk annihilation rate, although

not directly observed in a given spectntm when trapping occurs, can be calculated according to:

N
(e)Àu=Ð 1,À,

where \¡:1/r¡, ancl r¡ is the i'th lifetime component'

In the case of only one clefect type the trapping rate can be found from

15



n= 
Iz 

,I _L, (10)
I-12'rp 12'

The three parameters rs, 12, and 12 are detennined frortr the least square fitting of the

experimentally determined lifetime spectra.

The vali{ity of the trapping model can be checked by using the experimental data in Eq. (9)

because constant values of Às should be obtained regardless of the defect situation'

2.6 ApplicabilitJ of the Two Models

The experimental lifetime spectra are analyzed using exponentially decaying terms according to:

N
s"*p(/)=Ð À,I,exp(-À,1) i= 1,2,' ',N (l l)

in accordance with Eq.(8). Here N is the number of components (usually not known a priori) that

would be chosen in orcler to analyze the spectra. By assuming different values the choice for N

is esrablishecl initially by the goodness-of ft Q2) which must be within 1. 00+0. 06. If, for

example, N:2 satisfies this criterion, it is sometimes also possible to analyze the spectrurn with

N=3 with equally goocl value. Strictly speaking one can therefore only establish the lower limit

for the number of components in a given spectrum and it is this which constitutes the major

problem in the analysis of lif'etime spectra, since the number of components, their lifetime and

intensity value, are used for the subsequent physical interpretation of the data. In practical

applications it turns out that if two lilètime cornponent differ by only =50ps an unconstrained

fit can only with clifficulties separate such two components so that only some weighted average

value is proclucecl by the fitting procedure. 'fhis type of problem can often be resolvecl in the

context of a series gf measurements, but is nevertheless the primary source for uncertainties in

the physical interpretation. Recent systematic stuclies (21) have showntthat the ability for
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resolving incliviclual components is strongly dependent on tlìe quality of the lifetime spectra, i.

e. spectra with large amounts of counts (>5x106), good time resolution (<27C ps) ancl weak

radioactive source strength (< 5pCi) significantly alleviates these problerns'

Defects that are present in the sample material can be detected and measured if their

concentrations level is generally above 0. I ppm. For instance, in metals the specific capture rate

is in the orcler ofl0l5 to 1gl6*-l per unit fractional defect concentration. In semiconductors the

capture rate for neutral {efects is somewhat srnaller (-5xl0la s-l;, but f<lr negatively charged

clefects the rate increases significantly especially at low temperature according to a (T/300)-2

clepenclency relation (28). For example at 30K the capture rate for negatively charged defects

is thus 
-100 

times higher than at room temperature'
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CIIAIITEIT TIIREE

3. 1. Dqscription of the lifetime equipntent

The lifetime measuring system consists of aclvanced electronics in the so-callecl fast-fast time

coincidence system. A typical block diagram is shown in Figure 3. 1 where we can see that the

STOP BRANCH

PETìSONAL
COMI.'UIE-f ìS

DE.TECTOtì 2
PM

SC] NTILLAI-OR5 SAMPLE+ SOUtìCE

DEI ECTOIì 1 PM

SIAfìT BI'ìANCH

DUI-IVPS CF t)

TAC MCBCFDI_IV PS

Figure 3.1 : Block cliagram of a lifètime equipment'

IHVpS: High Voltage Power Supply;PM Phoromultipliers TAC: Time to Amplitude

òonverter; tytCg' Multichannel Board; CFD: Constant Fraction Discriminator; DU: Delay

Unit).

lifetime measuring system is cliviclecl intu two brancltes; 'I'he start branch and the stop trranch

which will be connectecl to the detector #1. The anode signal from detector #1 is fed into a

cliscriminator circuit (Constant Fraction Discriminator CFD) which gives an outpttt pulse when

the anocle signal falls within a preset pulse height range. The output from the CFD is then fed

a
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into a time-to-amplitude converter (TAC). 1'he stop branch is quite sirnilar to the start branch

except that the output from the CFD is connectecl to a precision delay unit. T'he delayed signal

is then connected to the TAC for conversion. The output of the TAC is a pulse whose arlplitude

is proportional to the time difference between the two input signals which will be processed and

stored by the multi-channel-analyzer (MCA). The collected data from the MCA will be then fed

into a personal computer for analysis'

In our laboratory there are three different lifetime spectrometers. The stop branches utilize Ortec

583 constant fraction cliscriminators (CFD) while the start brancltes use a single Ortec 934 quad

constant fraction discriminator, since this discriminator only has the possibility for setting a lower

threshold level.

3. 2. Source preparation

.['he most widely usecl positron source for this kincl of measurements is the source nucleus 22Na

isotope. The clecay scheme of 22Na

is shown in Figure 3. 2, (Ref. 150).

The preparation of the positron

source is done by evaporating a few

micro curies of aqueous solution

22NaCl onto a thin alurninum foil

(around 1¡^rm thick) wrapped as a

square envelope of approximately 1xl

cm2 arouncl the source. For the Figure 3.2 : Decay scheme for 22Na.

purpose of our experiments, a

number of sources were macle ranging in strength between 8-10 ¡^rCi. In all experiments the

Source was placed between two identical samples (the sandwich technique). .

22 No

2nt
e

)C'
10 "/o EC

p
-t"

ï 1.28 MeV

22 Ne
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3. 3. An overview of operation and perflormance

The lifetime measurement is the determination of the time elapsed between the emission of a

positron from the 22Na source and its subsec¡uent annihilation. The "birth" gamnìa plìoton has

an energy of 1. 28 MeV emitted simultaneously with the positron from the source nucleus (2?-Na

isotope) and the two "death" (annihilation) quanta have each an energy of 0. 511 MeV.

3.3. L. Fhotomultiplier (FM) and Scintillator

The {etection of the gamma quanta is accomplished by a plastic scintillator mounted to a

photomultiplier tube. The new Hamamatsu tubes (H2341) have been shown to be of superior

quality (29). For most of the tubes the high voltage was not critical. For one tube, however

(start in system II) the high voltage hacl to be quite low in order to obtain a resolution ftlnction

free of a tail. This tube has an exceptionally high amplifÏcation. In order to obtain a good time

resolution it is necessary to use scintillators which have a fast-decaying light pulse. Otre such

scintillator is callecl Pilot U manufactured by Nuclear Enterprises. The pilot U scintillators were

machinecl in different sizes in orcler to obtain different efficiencies and were polished to a

mirror-like finish. No paint was appliecl to the surfaces in ortler to obtain spectral reflection of

light. This results in a shalper time distribution of the light intensity than if a diff-using coating

is applied (30). 'l"he particulars of the 3 spectrolneters are listecl in'I'able I'

System I was macle purposely for a narrow resolution function while maintaining a count-rate

suitable for obtaining > 5x106 counts during 16 hours of spectrum accumulation. System II,

ancl in particular System III employ larger scintillators and are designed primarily for lowihigh

temperature work which requires larger (18 mm) detector separation.

A surprisingly small degradation in the wiclth of the resolution function with scintillator size is

founcl fbr System II ancl lll which inclicates that the tirne spread arising frorn the scintillator is

kept at a minimum and that the PM tubes perfor¡n well even when usingrthe full size of the
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lrrte rnsitY
(pst%)

sec. x Ci)

4 nrm 18mn¡

Count rato /

ScintillatorSYSTEM Branch
atlish

Voltage

162/90,205¡0
4.020.5d

h

a

d(y'r)=40 mm
h=10 mm

d(f>) +36 mm
h=36 mm

stop

Start

2300

2300

1 B0/70, 260/30
37.6 9.2

d(/-.)--40 mm
h=10 nrrn

d(7-')-45 nttn
Ir=36 rnrn

Start

stop 2200

1 650

173//O, ?-57 t30
19.271 .6

d(y'-,)=36 rrtnr

h=36 nlm

d(ó)=44 mnr
h=50 rnm

stop

Start

2300

1 900

lil

a) All angles, are 1O clegrees (shown oxaggorated in tlro drawings)

b'For coìiinear selup witli detector rjìstarrces ol 4 or 1B mnr

ã) À.tLt¡ng a 2-gäussion approximation to tlre resolution f unction

Table I : Particulars of the 3 lifetime spectrometers used
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cathode area. In our opinion one may just as well only employ the larger scintillator since this

reduces significantly the accumulation time. Iror all 3 spectrometers the resolution functions

could be clescribed using mainly one gaussian. The second gaussian was displaced typically 30

ps to the left of the main gaussian. One of the spectrometers has now been operating

continuously for 2 years and has proven very stable.

These investigations have shown that the Hamamatsu tubes perform rather well with only I tube

out of 6 being of somewhat infelior quality (the high-gain one in System II). High count rates

are achievable =70 per (sec x pCi) using large Pilot U scintillator rivalling the performance of

IlaF2 based systems.

3. 3. 2. Constant lrraction l)iscrinri¡rator (CFD)

Each anocle signal (one from each cletector) is fed into a CFD which gives an output pulse when

the signal exceecls a preset level. The fast detector provides the best time resoluti<ln because of

its short decay time. However, this lesults in a very poor energy resolution of the scintillator

crystals (see Figure 3.4), so that clifferent pulseheights result. This will result in a jitter in the

time for the pulse cl'ossover of the cliscriminator level to take place at different times (see Figure

3. 3a Ref. 150), leacling to ilifferent TAC outputs. The constant fraction discriminator is used

to reduce this problem. It splits the pulses into two signals, inverting one, delaying it behind the

other attenuated signal, adding them together, and cletecting when the added pulses cross the base

line as shown in Figure 3. 3b, (Ref. 150). The amplitude of the negative part is a constant

fraction of the positive part, ancl the crossover point between the negative and the positive parts

can be defined by the so-callecl walk-adjustrnent.

After amplification, the signal is fed into a single channel analyzer (it is built into the CFD unit)

which selects a small part of the amplitu<le range ancl as output gives a standard pulse if the input

signal was within the permitted window. e
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Figure 3.3 : Uncertainty in time determination due to different pulse heights by (a) leading

edge system and (b) constant fraction system.

Optimal timing performance is achieved by the careful selection of the constant-fraction shaping

clelay cable and proper setting of the walk adjustment. Energy selection is achieved by the proper

setting of the Iower-level and the upper-level controls in the CFD. 'I'he pr<lper setting

values are extracted frorn the gamma spectrum (see Figure 3. 4), thus defìning the start branch

as the one which accepts only pulse amplitudes which arise from the 1.28 MeV "birth" quanta.

The sharply peaked structure in Figure 3.4 arises from 0.511 MeV 7-quanta. By setting the

energy levels in the other branch this branch becomes designated to detect only "death" 7-quanta.

Only thgse detectecl events that satisfy these energy requiremellts, as well as being separatecl in

by less than 50ns will be processed by the MCA.

3.3.3 Time to Amplitude Converter TAC and Multichannel Analyzer MCA

The outputs frorn the two CFD's are fed into the TAC unit where the time difference between

thetwoinputsignalsisconvertecltoaproportionalpulseheight(0-l0V). TheoutputoftheTAC

is transferrecl to the MCA which c<lnsists essentially of a gate circuit, an analog to digital

converter ancl an information storage unit. The channel number (I-2048) in the MCA is

proportional to the time difference between the two 7-quanta recorded by tl* cletectors. The
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Figure 3.4 : Gamma spectrum.

number stored in each channel is the number of events recorded with a certain time dif fþrence

ie. the number of positrons that lived a certain time.

3. 4. Positron Lifeti¡lre Spectrunt

The positron lifetime measurement is the determination of the time elapsed between the emission

of the positron (birth signal 1.28MeV) from 22Na source when it undergoes a P-decay and it

annihilates as signalled by the annihilation quanta (death signal 0.51 l MeV). This time is typically

between zero ancl five nano seconcls (1ns = 10-9 s), ancl by recording the annihilation for many

individual positrons, one obtains the so-callecl lifetilne spectrum, an example of which is shown

in Figure 3.5. In adclition to the lifetime spectrum, a certain random background willbe recorded

due to the fact that the annihilation of the two clifferertt positrons can be detected as a coincidental

event
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Figure 3.5 Lifetime spectrum for float-zone refined silicon

3. 4.1. Time resolution

The time resorution of a system is normally crefinecl as the fulr wirrth at half maximum (F*HM)

of the so callecl pfompt curve which is obtainecl from a 60Co source emitting two "y-quanta

simultaneously, ancl would with infinite resolution power be delta-like, but as the resolution

power is finite for an actual equiprnent one measures a curve with a certain half wiclth' l'he 60co

is usually usecl as an inclicator for the set up proceclure of the spectl'um' ln the data analysis' the

resolution lirnction can be clescribed using rnainly one gaussian as a goocl approximation to the

prompt curve. The seconcl gaussian was placecl typically 30ps t<t the left of the main gaussian'

The time resolution of the system (prompt curve) clepencls on the energy of the incident radiation'

the type ancl the size of the detectors ancl on the performance of the tirning discrirninators' The

energy dependency is c|.re to the statistical effects; the higher the energy' the greater the signal

and the smaller the statistical variation, roughly proportional to 1E¡-1/2. 
I
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,fhe most irnportant contribution to the time resolution is from the tirne spread of the light pulse

generateÃ at clifferent points in the scintillator since the time spread in the collection of this light

on the photo-cathocle of the PM, caused by the fînite geometrical size of the scintillator amounts

to -l00ps. 
Once the scintillators and the PM are chosen, the next important factors in

determining the time resolution of the system are the triggering of the fast discriminators and the

settings of the single channel analyzer windows. Any increase in high voltage of the detectors

may in some cases increase the time resolution. However, the setting of the windows strongly

affects the FWHM. For 22Na source, the FWHM ancl the relative intensities of the two gaussians

are inclicated in Table I for all the systems usecl in our laboratory. By decreasing the wiclth of the

winclows, one can somewhat recluce the value of the FWHM, but this reduction woukJ entail a

rerluction of the number of coincidences. Thus, choosing carefully the width of the winclows can

serve as a compromise between these tw<l factors.

3.4.2 The time calibration

The time calibration, ie. the cleternìination of the time clifference betweell two successive channels

in the MCA, was dgne by using one of the CFD's. The two outputs from the same CFI) were

connected to the TAC; one clirectly to the start input, the other via the delay to the stop input.

By relating the channel number in which the very narrow peak that is obtained (witlth around one

channel) positionecl to the rlelay insertecl, calibration is performed. l.he relation between delay

and channel number is linear from 4 to 32ns (maximum delay), and the uncertainty of the time

calibration is less then I%. About 25-30 ps per channel is normally used.

3. 5. Analysis

The positron lifetirne spectra are analyzed in terms of one or more exponentially decaying

functions and a constant backgrouncl all convolutecl with the instrumental resolution function.

The clecay constants of the exponentials are the annihilation rates of therdifferent possible
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annihilation processes as determined earlier in section 3.4.

The spectra in this work were analyzed using the PC-version of a computer program developed

by Kirkegarcl and Eldrup (31). 'l'he fitting prograln RESOLUT'ION was used to extract the

information frorn the spectra. The program was modified such that a range of start channels

situated at the sharply increasing portion of the lifetime spectrum (see Figure 3.5) could be

prescribed in order to study the stability of the results for different choices of the start-channel

of the analyses. Start channels were choosen in a range corresponcling to I% n 3rJ% of the peak

counts.

The resolution f unction is describecl by a sum of two Gaussians. For all the three spectrometers

used in this work, the resolution ftrnctions could be described using mainly one Gattssian. The

seconcl gaussian was rlisplacecl typically 30 ps to the left of the main gaussian. f'he nurnber of

clecay rates, or lifetimes, the number of gaussians in the resolution function, and the source

correction is specified by the user. By least squares analysis the values and variance of the

parameters are cletermined. The measured experimental data and the fitted guessecl valttes spectra

are comparecl ancl the cleviation is expressed in the quantity "vat'iance of the fit". We use the

least-squares criterion, that minimizes :

n

ó--\u,L,z i:1,2," ',n

the sum being extenclecl over n measuring points (n=-450). A¡ are the differertces between the

measurecl count numbers ancl those preclicted by the moclel. The weights {rr¡ âre in principle

arbitrary. In this work we use "statistical weighting",

I
(r) := 

-
.1

úi-

a
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where o¡ is the stanclartl variance o1'the count nun-lber at the i'th data poittt, wlticlt in tlur case

equals the mean of the count number due to the Pclisson statistics. Tlie quantity :

1l ai
4=uin\( '.,r

oi

obeys approximately the X2-clistribution with n-k clegrees of freedom, where k is the number of

free parameters to be estimated. When n-k is large, as indeed is the case in our applications, it

can be shown that (@*inln-k) is norrnally clistributecl with a mean value of 1 and should therefore

serve as an indicator of the validity of the assumecl moclel with standard deviation llT(n-k). In

practical applications the standard deviation of the fits is 10.06. Experimentally obtain"d fits

arouncl 1.00-F0.06 are statically signil'icant to within 70%'

'fhe parameters to be fittecl in our moclel are thus annihilation rates, \, intensities I¡, channel

number equivalent to time equal zero To, and background B'

o
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CIIAPT'ER FOUR

DEFECTS IN SEMICONDUCTOITS
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CTIAPTETi. FOUT{

4.1. Deferct Properties

The properties of defects play an important role in determining the physical properties of most

crystalline substances. They strongly influence the resistivity, the low-temperature thermal

conductivity by scattering phonons, the electronic conduction and related properties of

semiconductors by acting as clon0rs or acceptors, and the optical properties of ionic solids by

introducing electron states with optical transitions'

Another property of defþcts is the charge states which can be decluced from carrier concentration

studies . When only one level is introcluced, such a cletermination is made simple by observing

the direction in which carrier concentration changes. However, since such a simple situation is

not generally realizecl, it is ustrally necessary to make additional investigations'

4.2. Impurity in Semiconductor (doping)

Electrical properties are usually affectecl by small quantities of defects which introduce levels in

the forbiclclen gap. For example, recornbination of minority carriers in silicon can be

substantially affected by 1010 clefects/cm3. The aclilition of boron to silicon in the amount of 1

boron - atom to 105 silicon atoms increases the concluctivity of pure silicon by a factor of 103 at

room temperature. The deliberate aclclition of impurities to a semiconductor is called dopirtg'

When an impurity atoms is incorporatecl substitutionally each atom forms four covalent bonds,

one with each of its nearest neighbours, corresponcling to tlle chemical valence four' If an

impurity atom of valence five, such as antimony, is substituted in the lattice in place of a normal

atom, there will be one valence electron from the impurity atom left over after the four covalent

boncls are establishe¡.I with the nearest neighbours. hnpurity atoms that car¡ give up an electron
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Figure 4.1: Charges associated with an arsenic impurity atom in silicon

are called donors (see figure 4.1 Ref. I 1).

The semiconcluctor can concluct in the irnpurity bancl by electrons hopping from clonor tcl clonor

for light clonor concentration. 'I'he process of irnpurity bancl concluction sets itt at lower donor

concentration levels if there are also some acceptor atoms present, so that some of the donors are

always ionizecl. It is easier for a donor electron to hop to an ionized (unoccupied) clonor than

to an occupied clonor atom, so that two electrons will not have to occupy the same site cluring

charge transport.

A hole may be bouncl to a trivalent impurity in silicon (Figure.4.2 Ref.l1) just as an electron is

bound to a pentavalent impurity. Trivalent impurities such as B are called acceptors because they

accept electrons from the valence band in orcler to complete the covalent bonds with neighbour

atoms, leaving holes in the valence bancl. When an acceptor is ionized a hole is freed, which

requires an input of energy. On the usual energy band diagram, an electron rises when it gains

energy, whereas a hole sinks in gaining energy .

The 4onor and acceptor ionization energies in silicon are comparable with kuï' at room

temperature (26meV), so that the thermal ionization of donors and acceptors is irnportant in the

electrical conc¡.rctivity of silicon at room tenrperature. If clonor atoms aretpresent in greater
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Figure

a Si-Si boncl, leaving behind a hole in silicon valence band
by taking an electron from

numbers than acceptors, the thermal ionization of clonors will release electrons into the

concluction bancl. 'I'he conductivity tlf the specimens then will be controlled by electrons

(negative charges), and the material is said to be n-type'

If acceptors are crominant, holes w'r be releasecl into the valence band and the conductivity will

be controlled by holes þositive charges); the material is p-type' The sign of the Hall voltage is

a test for n or P tYPe

The number of holes and erectrons are equar in the intrinsic regime ie. in uncloped, and defect

free materials. The intrinsic electron concentration rli at 300 K is 4.6xl0e ctn-3 in silicon' The

electrical resistivity of intrinsic materiar is 2.6x105 Ocm for silicon (32). Measurements of

carrierconcentrationasafunctionoftemperatureisoneofthemetlroclstodeterminetheposition

of energy levels introclucecl by clefects into the forbiclden gap' The slope of a logarithmic plot

of carrier concentration versus reciprocal temperature has been used for energy level

cletermination, but such a technique is susceptible to large error' and it is better to decluce from

such a curve the point at which the defect level in question has a specific occupancy (33)
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4.3. Georrretrical Configur4lion of l'oint Defects

A point defect in a crystal is an entity that causes an interruption in the lattice perioclicity. 'fhis

occurs during the following circumstances.

a) An atom is removed from its regular lattice site, the defect is avacancy'

b) An atom is in a site different from a regular (substitutional) lattice site; the defect is an

interstitial. An interstitial defect can be of the same species as the atoms of the lattice (it is an

intrinsicclefect, the self-interstitial) or a different nature (it is an extrinsic interstitial defect).

c) An impurity occupies a substitutional site.

Various kincls of clefects are also formed by the association of intrinsic or extrinsic, substitutional

or interstitial clefects. For instance, a vacancy close to a self-interstitial is a Frenkel pair; two

vacancies on neighbouring lattice sites form a divacancy, etc. Schernatic representation of simple

point defects in a gror.rp IV semiconductor are

shown in fìgure (4.3 Ref' 16) where the

letters inclicate: (a) vacancy; (b) self-

interstitial; (c) interstitial impurity; (d)

clivacancy; (e) substitutional impurity; (Ð

vacancy-substitutional impurity complex.

4.3.1. The vauncy

The lattice site of a missing ion or atom is

calletl a vacancy also known as Schottky Figure 4.3; Schematic representation o f simple

point clefects in a group IV semiconductor.

defect. Four bonds are broken in order to

remove an atom fÌom its lattice site ancl form a vacancy (Figure 4.4a Ref. 16). The broken

(langling) boncls can fìrrnr new bonrls wlrich may leacl to atomic clisplacernents. 
-l'his bonding
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Figure 4.4a-c: The vacancy in diamond

When there is one electron per dangling
lattice. (a) Four bonds are broken to create it. (b)

boncl (Vd). (c) When an electron is missing ry+).

depends on the charge state of the vacancy, i.e., on the number of electrons which occupy these

clangling boncls (Figure 4.5b and c Ref. 16). ln thermal equilibrium a certain number of lattice

vacancies are always present in an otherwise perfect crystal because the entropy is increased by

the presence of the disorder in the structure.

Figure 4.5: Schottky ancl Frenkel ilefects in an ionic crystal

The equilibrium concentration of vacancies clecreases as the temperature de8reases
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concentration of vacancies will be higher than the equilibrium value if the crystal is grown at an

elevate¿ temperature ancl then cooled suclclenly, thereby freezing in the vacancies.

Another vacancy defect is the Frenkel defect (see figure 4.5 Ref.14) in rvhich an atotn is

transferred from a lattice site to an interstitial position, a position not normally occupied by an

atom.

4.3.2. The divacancY
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Figure 4.6; The divacancy configuration and

its schematic two-dilnensional representation'
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Figrue 4.7; The split-divacancy configuration

and its schematic representation.

In many cases it is possible to produce groups of vacancies by prolonged radiation, heat

treatment, or optical bleaching.

A divacancy consists of two nearest neighbour vacancies (Figure 4.6 Ref' 16). The split-divacancy

configuration, corresponcling to the configuration of the clivacancy in the saddle point for the

migration, is given in Figure 4.7, (Ref.16).

4.3.3.'I'he interstitial

When a lattice atom or ion is clisplacecl from its normal site, it either returns to a normal site
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(annihilates), travels to a surface (a grain boundary or dislocation) or remains in a position that

is not a normal lattice site. Such a position is refereed to as an interstitial site. The atom or ion

is then an interstitial anct the clouble clefèct consisting of the vacancy and interstitial is called the

Frenkel clefect. It is still not possible to decide what are the stable sites for an interstitial atom,

but it is reasonable to consider that some of the high-symmetry sites are the stable interstitial

positions. Because of the symmetry of the lattice, there may be several energetically equivalent

positions per unit cell.

Two neighbouring locally stable interstitial sites are separated by other high-symrnetry positions

which corresponcl to saclclle points of the electronic energy when all other atoms are again kept

fixed at their perfect crystal positions. (The migrating path for interstitial will thus be from one

stable site to another one through this sarlclle point position.) When the electron-phonon

interaction is taken into account, it can give rise to distortions of the system, As a result the

stable positions will no longer be those of high symmetry. These can be "off-centred"

configurations in whiclì the interstitial is slightly displaced from its icleal site. In this respect,

once the icleal site has been iclentifiecl, the situation becomes much the same as for the vacancy.

Figures 4.8, b, c, anrl cl (Ref.16) show different kincls of interstitial configurations'

Once again, the introcluction of an interstitial incluces a relaxation and a distortion of the lattice

which surrounds it. The type of configuration the interstitial chooses depends on its ability to

make any boncls with its neighbours ancl therefore can change with its charge state. Calculations

have been ilone on these systems by the IBM group (34).

4.3.4. Complex Defects

When a simple clefect moves, it can interact with other intrinsic as well as extrinsic point defects

giving rise to a more complex clefect. For instance, when the vacancy tlecomes mobile in silicon

around 100 C or 200 C depencling on the charged state, it can be trapped by an oxygen impurity
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(present in Czochralski grown material) and f<rrm a V-O

cgmplex (the A certtre), or by the doping irnpurity (B for

instance) and form a V-B complex, or by another vacancy ancl

form divacancies. Fig.4.9 (Ref.16) gives the configuration of

úre A centre in which the oxygen atom occupies a position

slightly displaced from the substitutional

vacancy site.

4.3.5. Aggregates

When the concentration of a particular defect

is increased, they ofte¡r tend to aggregate as

the temperature is increased. Vacancies form

clivacancies that upon further heating

becoming mobile or dissociating, form

trivacancies, quadrivacancies and so on' In

principle, the larger the number of defþcts

Figure 4.9; T'he A-centre

configuration.

I

ø1-í--'i.rl \/ .--..f i-=
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I

Figure 4.10; One of the possible configtt rations

for a petttavacancy.
involved in an aggregate, the lalger the

number of possible confrguration (e.g., Figure 4.10 Ref.16) which gives one of the possible

configurations for a penta-vacancy). But when the number of vacancies in the cornplex becomes

suffìciently large, they tencl to arrange themselves in voicls, or form clislocation lops.
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CIU\P BIÌ. FTVI'

S.1. Brief ÍIistoric survev of the Experi¡nental Results in Silicon

A number of investigations have been carried out regarding the study of defects in silicon. These

inclucle studies of the electronic properties of vacancies V, divacancies V2, and interstitials I as

well asof theformation energyEp, migration energy E,,r, and divacancy binding energy FzNz)

(35-40). These calculations range from moclel calculations and Morse calculations, to band

structure and molecular orbital treatments. In many instances, the early calculations had only a

limited valiclity, but increasing sophistication is resulting in a closer and closer coordination

between experirnent antl theory.'l'he pro¡rerties of a fþw clelècts are well establishetl

experimentally.

Watkins macle experimental observations by means of electron paramagnetic resonance on the V+

ancl V- states in silicon ancl indirect measurements on ttre properties of V" (41)'

A number of vacancy-related defects configuration has been well established by EPR
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Figure 5.1; Schematic representation of the
recovery stages of various vacancy-related
defects in silicon.
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F-igure 5.2; Schematic representation of the

various recovery stages of interstitial-related
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rneasurements in silicon [V- and V+1, [V2- and V2.F l, V4,V5, (V+Sb), (V+B), and (V+O)

(42-49). There is also evidence of (v-Fc) and vacancy aggregates with oxygen inrpurities.

Irigure 5.1 (llef.l51) shows schematicatly the tetnperature dependence of the recovery of these

defects. Figure 5.2 (Ref.151) shows what is known of the recovery of interstitial-related defects

in silicon.

In n-type material Watkins observecl a spectrum which he tentatively attributed to the silicon

interstitial; the spectrum clisappears at approximately 170 K. Other workers (50-53) have founcl

the formation of infrarecl bands at this temperature which they attribute to an interstitial carbon

atom ancl/or to an interstitial silicon associated with an oxygen atom, as shown in Fig.5'2 (No

interstitial vacancy pairs have been observed in siliccln)'

About 1959 Brown, Augustyniak, ancl Waite (54) clemonstrated the sensitivity of defect annealing

to clopant impurities while Watkins, Corbett, ancl Walke, together with Bemski (55), sh<lwed the

effects of oxygen on electron spin resonance in silicon. Early positron lifetime me¿ìsurements on

silicon (56-58) showecl that the rnean lifetime changed upon irradiation but that effects from

cloping seemed less certain (59,60). Dannefaer et at (61) cleterrnined specific lifetimes ftrr

vacancies in neutron irracliatetl Si for the first time and Fuhs ¿t at (62) investigaterl 1 MeV

electron irracliated Si at low temperatures where they succeeded in observing the monovacancy'

These measurernents provicleil the basis for identifying lifetimes with specific defects, and they

also inclicated that the positron trapping cross-section may be strongly temperature dependent by

virtue of negative defect charges (63).

Another interesting, and important, lifetime was found by Kelly and Lambrecht (64) who detected

a very shortlivecl component 1=60 ps) in Czochralski grown silicon (Cz-Si), i'e' silicon which

is contaminated with oxygen to a typical concentration of 1018 cm-3 (20 ppm)' Such a short

lifètime has not been observecl in lloat zone rel'inecl (Fz) silicon where the txygen concentration
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is only about l0l6 crn-3 or less, thus indicating that the growth process of the silicon itself is of

importance in positron experiments. From EPR, IR, and resistivity measurements we already

know that oxygen has profouncl ef'fþcts on other defects (65). 'I'hese early lif'etime measurernents

have probably iclentified some of the irnportant issues and differences cornpared to metals.

We must expect much more complex systems, largely clue to the fact that defects may have a net

charge. The monovacancy can exist in 5 clifferently charged states +, * *, 0, -, - (see Fig'

5.3), so that positrons may "miss" entirely the presence of monovacancies if they are positively

chargecl, i.e. when the Fermi level is below E + 0.1 eV. For Fermi levels above this value,

we woulcl expect to gbserve monovacíìncies in the neutral or negatively charged states, ancl we

woulcl expect that, when in a negative charge state, the positron trapping cross-sectitln would

clecrease strongly with increasing temperature, something like T-n, tr : 2 to 3 (66)' It sh<luld

be emphasizecl that this temperature dependency also constitutes a simple check as to the net

V V2
V \/

E
c-<-

2- 02-
0

Eu * Lsrz

o

7t--

0

+4-
<- E

Figure 5.3; Energy levels for charged states of
temperatures. 'fhe arrows indicate EPR active char

clifferent types of defects in Si at low
ge states. e
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charge state of any observable clefect, not only the monovacancy. This is very valuable

information for defect identification. One pitfall in such experiments is that they can be obscured

by the fact that the Fermi level moves with temperature so that the relative population of two

charge states may change significantly, thus bringing about a strong deviation from the T-n

clependency of traPPing rate.

The very fact that monovacancies can exist in various chargecl states and that they migrate at low

temperatures (70 to 170K) (67) makes possible strong interactions with common impurities such

as shallow clonors/acceptors, oxygen ancl carbon in Cz-Si. Promiltent examples are

phosphorus-vacancy pairs (E-centre, stable to at least 150 C), (68) boron-vacancy pairs (stable

only up to260K) (69) ancl oxygen-vacancy "pairs", the A centre, stable up to 300 C (70)' The

latter complex is actually a substitutional oxygen atom created from the normal interstitial oxygen

by absorption 6f a rnonovacancy. T'hese complexes have their own energy levels in the bancl gap

(see Fig.5.3). Apart from the vacancy-type clefects it must also be expected that acceptorJike

defects without associated vacancies are positron traps at least at low temperattlres, that is they

are shallow traps. Pgsitrons could be trapped around the negatively charged state of the A-centre

yieliling a lifetime close to the bulk lifetime. T.his significantly complicates any type of analysis' 
,

At low temperatures such effects may well be overwhelming and leading to colnplete trapping

in shallow states---a situation which resembles carrier freeze-out in semiconcluctors. The binding

energy woulcl be at shallow acceptor levels, i.e. about 20 mev.

From the wealth of possible defect charges ancl reactions, some new and fundamental problems

are encounterecl. Is there a charge clepenclent positron lifètime fbr a given clef'ect? lt is of cotlrse

of no practical interest if the change is a few picoseconds, but if larger (= 10-30 ps) this may

interfere with other lifetimes. How <loes the trapping cross-section change with the state of

charge? This has irnrnecliate importance for defect concentration estimates in heavily doped Si
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where few EPR data are available, ancl is of importance when assessing concentrations of

originally electrical inactive clefects. shallow traps are definite possibilities and rnay well play

a rclle even ltlr rotlrn telnperatttre lìloastlrolllollts'

rn

Oxygen in silicon is an important scientific ancl technological subject. It derives its technological

importance from the fact that silicon crystals pulled from silica crucibles are very inexpensive

and, therefore, have been the standarcl substrates for f'abrication of integrated circuits' The

scientific interest originates from the wide variety of phenomelìa that occur when coole¡l

czochralski (cz) Si crystals become supersaturated with oxygen.

The growth phenomenon is described

schematicallY bY the dashed line

markecl "G" in Figure 5'a (Ref.152)'

The Si melt is in contact with an SiO,

crucible ancl the growing Si crystal,

and oxygen is transported mainly by

convection from the crucible surface

to the growing crystal interface' Some

success in adjusting the oxygen

concentration and homogeneity in Cz

Silicon has been achieved bY using

magnetic fìelds in stabilizing the ntelt

convection pâtterns. The phenomena

Figure 5.4; Schematic representation

phãnomena superimposed on the Si-O
of oxygen related

phase diagram.

involving oxygen in Si are schematically superimposed on the Si-O phase cliagram in Figure 5'4'

Three broacl categories of oxygen behaviour can be iclentified' First' 
rthere 

is the intrinsic
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behaviour of clissolvecl oxygen within the equilibrium Si:o solitl solution, such as clilTusivity ancl

solubility. Second, there is the non-equilibrium (metastable) oxygen containing structures

involving the supersaturated Si:O solutions, suclt as tlrcrmal donors and O-V5¡ complexes. 'l-hi[d,

there is the thermoclynarnically stable oxicle precipitates, whose shape and structure depend on

their surface energy and related defect production. Dislocations and gettering are closely

associated with precipitation. Dislocations are nucleated by precipitates but can be pinned by

interstitial oxygen. Strain ancl defbcts surrounding precipitates can attract metallic irnpurities

(gettering).

Oxygen can interact with poírtt defects in two different ways. The first is the low temperature

complexing of interstitial oxygen with vacancies e'g., the O-V5¡, A-centre' If the feaction is

followed by the capture of a Si interstitial, an accelerated hop of the oxygen atom might occur'

A seconcl type of oxygen-point clefect interaction is the generation of point def'ects, especially Si

interstitials, cluring thermal oxiclation ancl precipitation of excess oxygen. The precipitation

behaviour is governecl by interstitial oxygen concentration ancl annealing temperature and thermal

history. The most controversial topic of the oxygen phenomena is, arguably, the thermal donor

formecl at 450 c. This is generally presumecl to involve an oxygen complex. Although the

thermal clonor formation kinetics have been studied for clecacles ancl many of its electrical and

optical properties have been cleterminerl, its structure is still a mystery' In adclition' a new

thermal donor producecl at higher temperatures nlay also be related to oxygen' Microscopic

aggregation of oxygen and point clefects is certain to occur cluring cooling of ttre crystal from the

melt, as evi<lenced by the typical formation of thermal donors.

Although commercially-grown Si crystals are quite perfect solicls, it is important to realize that

Cz wafers generally are not icleal therrnoclynamic systems for studying the complex behaviour of

oxygen in Si. The thermal history of the crystal is cletermined predomina¡tly by the thermal
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gradients, cooling rates, and other procluction growth proceclures, and ttris thernlal history varies

with position in the cr.ystal. Annealing of cz crystals to achieve a reproclucitrle thermal history

and a uniforrn clistribution of oxygen within the crystal has several disadvantages. 'l'he f irst is

the possible introcluction of metallic impurities frorn as-polished surface contamination and wafer

hanclling. The second disaclvantage is that a protective coating is required to prevent out diffusion

of oxygento the Sisurface. Thirclly, in oriler to specify the new thermal history' it is necessary

to control, or at least monitor, the cooling rate. Unfortunately, the detailed impact of thermal

history (and arnbient) on the equilibrium and kinetics of point defects is unknown'

prolonged heat treatment at 450 C of oxygen rich silicon gives rise to up to 3xl0l6/cm3 shallow

clonors (71). Resistivity measurements showecl that the initial forlnation rate was proportional

to [O]a and that the maxirnum concentration was proportional to [O]3. Infrared nìeasurements

(72) show that the oxygen donor is a double clonor and that it is a family of complexes' EPR and

IR absorption measurements show gr0tttlcl state splitting that can be understtlod in terlns of an

effective mass, like grouncl state, that is constructed from wave functions associated with a single

pair of concluction band valleys. ENDOR Dleasurements (73) are in agreement with the effective

mass theory picture of the donor that has been clevelopecl ancl have the potential to provide

detailed structural information about the indiviclual clonor species. Basecl on the TEM observation

of ribbon-like structures formeil for low temperature anneals, several grotlps have suggested that

the family of oxygen clonor complexes are chain-like structures extencled along [110[ directions

(74). Oxygen atonts are aclcled to the clefect to give rise to the family of donor species' Several

clusters have been suggestecl for the electrically active portion of the thermal donor' Theoretical

calculations have been performed to determine the relative stability of several oxygen related

species ancl their electronic properties (75). It has also been shown that the trend in thermal

clonor ground state energies can be fittecl by a rnoclel in which a repulsive potential (76) is acldecl
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to the Coulclrnb pOtential. 'l'he repulsion increases as oxygelì atoms are adcled to the growing

defect in this model.

Donor Inclclels that only inclucle Oxy[Jen share a conìnìon problem' Such nlodels require an

oxygen cliffusivity that is several orclers of rnagnitucle larger than has been measurecl' It had been

hopetl that anomalous dif'fusi<tn rnight alleviate the problerns in kinetic modets, but further studies

show that enhancecl oxygen clil'lìrsion does not provicle a sirnple solutiort. It is now believetl that

the mechanism for anomalous oxygen cliffusion involves silicon vacancies (77). New results have

been reported for the loss of interstitial oxygen during oxygen clonor formation Q8'79)' In these

studies it is shown that the oxygen loss can be attributecl to the forrnation of oxygen dimers' The

climerization reaction is consistent with ordinary oxygen diffusion and a 5 to 10 Ä capture radius'

If the same moclel is used to calculate the concentration of higher order complexes' then these

concentrations afe orclers of rnagnitucle too small to explain the hierarchy of donor cornplexes

(80). It is still not clear why higher orcler complexes shoulcl involve enhanced diff'usion when

the dimerization cloes not. Several oxygen clonor moclels have been suggested that include

components other than oKygen, The most recent suggestion (81,82) is that the Si interstitials are

ejected as oxygen dimers are formecl in an aggregate to produce the electrically active donor

species. The interstitials rnight be nucleated at some other defect site, perhaps tlpon oxygen

dimers or trimers. In such a scheme the oxygen portion of the clefect is small so that the oxygen

diffusion constant r'ight be consistent with the formation kinetics. The fast diffirsing si

interstitials woukl be responsible for the evolution of the donor complexes for continued

annealing. Models that involve Si interstitials are at a very early stage of development as

compared to ,,oxygen only', mo<lels so tlrat it is difficult to aSSeS whether the formation kinetics

and other physical properties of oxygen clonors can be explained consistently'

Even after its 30 year history, research in the oxygen clonor problem continues to be fresh ancl
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exciting. New results and ideas continue to stinrulate further investigation into the most trasic

questions about the oxygen donor's strtlcture and formation.

.Ihe research of the past few years has yielded a unique, fundalnental understanding ol the

behaviour of oxygen in silicon. The oxygen donor centre plays an active role in a riclt array of

phenomena . Fonnation kinetics portray a diffusion limited aggregation of a four oxygen cluster.

The misfit of quantitative rates with theory suggests that further work is necessary in the accurate

determination of the absolute oxygen concentration with micrometer resolution. The e.lectrical

activity of the clonor and its participation in the early stages of oxygen aggregation qualitatively

account for the enhancement of precipitation in p-type material ancl the retardation in n-type

material.

5.3. An Overview of Carbon in Silicon

Around the time that silicon was first analyzetJ to determine its oxygen content, related

measurements were carried out which suggested that carbon impurity rnight also be present in a

high concentration of up to 1019 atom cm-3. It is almost certain that such high estintates exceeded

the true concentrations, most likely because of contamination introduced during the analytical

procedures aclopted, but nevertheless they stimulated research on the topic whiclt is continuing

to the present day.

Later, Newman and Wakefield (83) showed that heat treattnents of single crystal silicon in

vaguum prod¡ced surface coatings of cubic B-silicon carbide particles which were detectecl by

reflection electron cliffraction and electrott microscopy using extraction replica techniques. These

observations could be explained by invoking a chemical reaction between the silicon and organic

contamination in the arnbient. However it was pointecl out that it was necessary to consicler the

possibility that carbon dissolvecl in the silicon could have diffused to the external surface to

contritrute to the carbicle formation. Quantitative estimates of this process frere not possible
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because neither the carbon conterìt of sanrples nor the clif fusion coefTìcient of carbon were known.

Work by Hall (84), Dash (85) ancl Scace and Stack (86), indicated that silicon crystals might

containuptol0lEatomcm-3oftheirnpurity. Theclissolutionofsicintoanoxygen-freesilicon

melt led to an estimate of the solubility of carbon in the liqui<.1 of about 3x1018 cm-3, and it was

assumecl that the segregatign coef'lìcient rniglrt llc arountl 0.3. [t was imperative to gain flrther

information. As a next step, it was shown by Newman (87) using electron dilfraction techniques

applied to specially etched and doped crystals that precipitated particles of B-SiC could also grow

along the cores of grown-in clislocations cluring heat treatments at 1l50oC. If the carbon had

diffused from the surrounding matrix it was again implied that the concentration would have had

to be close to or even greater than 1018 crr",-3, but it was still not clear whether the carbon was

originally in the solution or whether it hacl cliffusecl in from the external surfaces. 1'o resolve this

uncertainty Newrnan ancl Wakelield (Bs) measurecl the diffusion coeflicient by dilfìrsing carbon

into monocrystalline samples from a surface coating of SiC enrichecl with the l4C isotope. These

treatments were carriecl out in silica tubes so the systern would have been saturatecl with oxygen.

A combination of the measurecl values of cliffusion coefficient (D) ancl an estimatecl solubility of

1018 atom cm-3 led to the conclusion that the grown-in impurity could indeed difÏtse to an

external surfàce to procluce a measurable growth of SiC. This turns out, however, to be a slow

process ancl heating at 1250oC lor 24 hours woulcl procluce a coating equivalent in thickness to

about only one Ìnono laYer.

It is important to include the contribution of Baker et al (89) who measured the carbon contents

of samples using the infiarecl technique ancl then made careful X-ray measurements of the lattice

parameter ao of the same samples. It was shown that ao clecreased as the concentration of carbon

increase<I, thus confirming that small carbon atoms occupy substitutional lattice sites in as-grown

material. Due to these finclings, it is now a r<¡utine matter to obtain maps of the cartron content
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via X-ray topography macle from wafers of silicon grown by the lloat zone (FZ) technique.

Unfortunately, the presence of intelstitial oxygen in Czochralski (Cz) nraterial leacl.s to an increase

in a. (90) so that X-ray measurements clo not give unantbiguous clata if both itttpurities are

present in comparable concentrations. A sirnilar problem also exists f<lr small dopant atoms such

as boron.

5.3.1. Ctrbon in As-grorvn Silicon

Carbon atoms have a lower mass than silicon atoms ancl give rise to a localized vibrational mode

(LVM). l2C giues a mocle a¡.607 cm-l and mocles at 589 and 573 cm-l arise from l3C ancl l4C

respectively (gI,g2). They are in isotopically enriched crystals and in good agreement with the

theory of Dawber and Ellott (93). There is a relatively smooth sequence of frequencies with the

two substitutional boron isotopes llB- and l0B- which give modes at623 and 646 crn-l 194¡. It

is implieil that the force constants between the two types of irnpurity and their four nearest

neighbour silico¡ atoms are similar thus giving eviclence that carbon occupies substitutional sites.

The frequencies quoted are for a sample temperature of 77 K ancl they shoulcl each be recluce<l

by some three wave numbers for a sarnple temperature of 300 K.

There is also evidence that the presence of a high concentration of dissolved oxygen in a sample

enhances the solubility çf carbon. 'fhere coulcl be important conseqtlences in relatit)n to oxygen

precipitationinCz crystals. There are strongly polarizetl views on this matter, one being that

carbon plays an important role in the process ancl the other which suggests that carbon is

unimportant.

In Cz silicon, carbon-oxygen complexes have been founcl in as-grown samples. Modes at 589,

640 ancl 690 cm-l were attributed to the vibrations of the complex carbon, while there was a

modifietl vibrational modes of oxygen at 1104 crn-l 195¡. When 13c is present the "carbon"

mocles shift to lower frequencies confirming the involvernent of the impurity. No tletectable
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Splitting, however was founcl for the "oxygen" mode. The defect complex must havo a low

Symmetfy but tlo atontic moctel has been cletermined. A related [C-Ol conrplex with a lower

c.ncentratign is st¡rnetirnes present giving an "{lxygen" nìo(le at 1052 cm-l and calbtln tn<tcles at

somewhat higher frequencieg than for the first cornplex. Again no atomic model exists for this

centre (96).

5.3.2. Bffercts of lleat Treatments

Heat treatments may be conveniently clivicled into two categories. There are those at high

temperature (I> 1000'C), where substitutional carbon can migrate and those at low temperature

(t=450oC) where this process coulcl not occur because the cliffusion coefficient is too small'

High temperature treatments of FZ silicon containing carbon <-rften appear to have little effect on

the amount of the impurity which remains in solution, unless dislocations are present, or

nucleation sites are provicled by a prior heat treatment or irracliation (97). When interstitial

oxygen atoms precipitate, self-interstitials have been proposecl to be generated to accomlnoclate

the local increase in volume (9S). If carbon atoms co-precipitate, the process of producing space

by emission of self interstitial woutd be gleatly climinished because of the small size of the carbon

atom. It was not therefrlre surprising that SiC particles formed around dislocation lines where

SiO2 particles had nucleated (99). It may be that the aggregation of oxygen atoms occurs first,

leacling to the generation of self-interstitials even at these very high temperatures. These defects

woultl be trapped by the carbon atoms which coulcl then cliffuse at a very high rate'

The precipitated silicon carbide was also detected by IR absorption but the band appeared at 12'2

pm rather than 12.6 ¡rm ancl was very much broaclened (100). 'I'hese effects occur because of

the small size of the SiC particles ancl the fact that they are embedded in the silicon matrix. As

a concluding remark, the presence of the carbon originally at a level of 2xl0l8 atom cm-3 had

no detectable effect on the solubility clata obtained for the oxygen. .
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When CZ crystals are heated at 450oC, there is generation of thermal donors up to concentrations

of 
-1016 

cm-3 after heating times of about 100 hours. However, this concentration is reducecl

when a high concentration of carbon is present (101,102). In early research, absorption from

carbon-oxygen clusters was observecl ancl it was infèrred that a fraction of the carbon had been

transferred to interstitial sites because of the similarity of the LVM absorption produced in

irradiated silicon (103). Recently, it was clemonstrated that there was a loss of substitutional

carbon with time of heating which correlated with the loss of oxygen (104). Using the argument

that the rate of carbon loss was equal to the rate at which self interstitials were trapped, it was

deduced that in material containing a high carbon content 11018 cm-3) essentially all the

self-interstitials were trapped by this means. Now, thirty years after the first measurements, the

assignment of oxygen clusters to the thermal donor centres has been questioned (105). It has now

been suggested that aggregates of self-interstitials might be the defects responsible ftrr donor

activity. If this is true, such clefects shoulcl not form in heavily carbon-dopecl silicon and the

inhibiting effect on the thennal donor formation from the presence of carbon coulcl be explained.

Further investigation is needed on this rather raclical suggestion concerning the nature of the

thermal clonor.

It wgulcl apl)ear that current researclr in carbon relates prirnarily to tlre lìrct tllat tllc strbstittrti0nal

irnpurity can selectively trap a mobile self'-interstitial. This process occurs at temperatures at least

as low as 77 or as high as 773 K. Further work is required to see how far these limits can be

extended. It is important therefore to have an absolute calibration for the 607 cm-l LVM band

so that measurements of the removal of carbon frorn substitutional sites are quantitative. Carbon

interstitials may be proclucecl by surface diffusions, internal oxygen aggregation, or high energy

irradiations by ions, neutrons or electrons'

precaution has to be taken if samples contain other impurities such as boron which is also an
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efficient trap for sell'-intersitials and competes with the carbon in this respect'

5,4-lles¡-!ru-¡r-l-i lst il tl ts

Fuhs et. al. (106) for the first tirne in 1987, cletermi¡red that positrons are trapped by

monovacancies in electron irradiated silicon at 20 K by EPR. l'able I lists some of the established

lifetimes for the aggregates of vacancies cleterminecl by other researchers' It appears that as the

size of the vacancy aggregate grows larger ancl larger, the positron lifetimes increases to approach

a theoretical limit of 500ps for large aggregates (vtlitls).

Table I. Positron Lifetimes for Various Vacancy Aggregates'

Bulk v1 Y2 v4 v5 va(?)

z(ps)

Ref.

2 1 I

(r46)

266-270

(62,146)

266-270

(t20,62)

390-450

(120)

480-520

(47)

> 520

(r23)

Soon afterwards, Dannefaer et.al. (107) hacl shown by means of positron annihilation technique

that all the main defects in electron irracliated cz-si can be detected, and the correlation between

EpR and positron annihilation, as well as with independent theoretical calculations of positron

lifetimes are significant for the physical interpretations of lifetime values'

Table II lists positron lifetirnes and trapping cross sections fìrr various defects in silicon. Incluclecl

are the temperature ranges in which trapping cross sections were cletermined. The data listed in

Table I[ are mainly based on the experimental results concluctecl on electron irradiatecl Cz-silicon

samples.

.Ihe data in Tables I ancl II provicle the key information regarcling lifetimes which can be used

to identify the clefect type, and trapping cross section. The temperature deperrdency of the

a
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trapping cross-section is also usecl to establish the charge state of the defect. Defects which are

positively charged cannot be detected by ptlsitrons.

Table II. Positron lifetimes, r, ancl trapping cross section ø, for various defects in silicon.

1: Ref. (62),2: Ref. (146),3: Ref. (148),4: Ref' (134),5: Ref' (120)

Defects z(ps) o(cm2) Temp. Dependence Temp. range(K)

VO

V.

v02

V-2

V 2

vzoo

voo(Ao)

vo-(A)

P.Vo(Eo)

PV-(E)

?

270+5r'3

320l..5

325+5

325+5

27Q+5

?

225+5

?

248-265

2*1g-12-1^19-l I

^, 
to-15@3oor4

_  xl}-ts@..

- Sxlo-15@..

_ lo-15@..

3xlo't4@20K3

T-3, I

TO

T-2's

T-2,s

.fo

TO

60<T <120

30<T< 300

70 <'f < 300

30<T<300

30<T< 300

20<T < 150
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CIIAT}TEI{. SIX

Chapter six is clesignated to the findings of the experimental investigations which were performed

at the university of Winnipeg positron laboratory - Winnipeg - Manitoba - Ca¡rada'

The chapter is organized in the following manner: First an introcluction is given to thermal donor

formation as well as to the heat-treatment induced defects in Cz-silicon' Then the chapter is

divide¿ into three sections. In the first section we report the defect characteristics that can be

detected across a given wafer. In the second section we discuss the heat-treatment induced defects

in Cz-silicon. 'Ihe thir<l section cleals with the effects of oxygen interstitials and carbon impurities

on thermal donors kinetics.

6.1 IT.ITRODUCTION

It is well known that the main impurities cluring the cool-down of czochralski-grown silicon

ingots are oxygen atoms. since Kaiser et al. (108) first presented in 1958 the so called KRF

moclel that clescribes the formation of thermal clonors (ID's) in silicon, oxygen in silicon has been

under continuous investigation. The concentration of oxygen ato¡ns is far above the solid

solubility at room temperature, So we can expect that various precipitates of oxygen atoms would

be present in cz-silicon specimens. These oxygen atoms play an important role in affecting the

electrical and the mechanical properties of the silicon wafer. The major interest in studying the

behaviour gf oxygen in silicon is relatecl to the fact that oxygen considerably influences the

fabrication of electronic devices.

During the growth process of Cz-silicon ingots, several types of defects may be formed' One type

of these defects is the oxygen interstitial. However, after subsequent heât-treatments, some
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oxygen aggregates and thermal donors ('I'D's) may be incluced at temperatures above 400 C

(109,110). These donors, formed after several hours of annealing at 450 C, have been argued to

arise from agglomeration of about four interstitial oxygen atoms [O¡]. Furthermote, the formation

kinetics of the thermal donors is strongly influencetl by carbon irn¡rurities (lll-113). At an early

stage, it was recognised that the equilibrium diffusion of the oxygen would have to be enhanced

by about an order of magnitude to explain the observed kinetics.

Many of the techniques usually ernployed to investigate the structure of defects in

semiconductors, such as hyperfine magnetic resonance method and local mocle vibration

investigations, do not yield information on other growrin defects in Cz-silicon. I'he method of

electron nuclear clouble resonance (ENDOR) has been used by other workers to demonstrate the

presence of oxygen in thermal clonors in silicon (114). Experimental investigations of impurity

centres containing two oxygen ¿ìtoms have been made by a variety of methods (115-118).

Calculation of electron structure and geometry of a VO2 (vacancy + O/ complex were first macle

by the semi empirical method (119). Ily using the positron annihilation technique, Dannefaer ¿t.

al. (120-126) reported systematic study of vacancy-type defects in Si specimens ancl <lemonstrated

that the positron anllihilation technique can be used as a microscopic ttlol for vacancies and their

various agglomerations. Dannefäer also reported that positrons can be tra¡rped by interstitial

oxygen clusters and the lifetime of positrons trapped by such defects ( 100 ps) is shorter than that

of positrons annihilated in the bulk ( 218 ps) in Cz-Si specimens (127,128).

6.2 DBFECT CTIARACTBRIS'TICS ACROSS SILICON WAFBRS

It is generally acceptecl that point clefects play an important role in the precipitation process as

eviclent by a multitucle of observations of oxygen-defect complexes after heat treatment (129)' As

a consequence of the cool-clown of the silicon crystals grown by Czochraþki (Cz) method,
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oxygen precipitation occurs, both homogenously and inhomogenously. Previous investigations

were clone by Dannefaer et al. (130) where it was founcl that significant differences in the clefect

characteristics can be detected across a given wafer and that heat treatment can give rise to

interesting impurity-clefect complexes, at least at a transient level (131).

6.2.1 Samples

The wafers investigated here were p-type material with resistivity 
-10 

Ocm. Four sets of wafers

were investigated, set I cut from a boule grown under standard pull speed (0.85mm/min), set II

from a boule grown uncler meclium pull speect ancl set III fiom a boule grown under fast pull

spee.d (1.26mm/min). The interstitial oxygen concentration [Oil for the for sets is arouncl l0l8

/cm3.

These measurements were preformed at four clifl'erent locations across the wafer starting at 0'5cm

from the edge of the wafer ancl increasing by an increment of Zcm torvards the centre of the

wafer. All the experiments were cOncluctecl at rtlotn temperature.

6.2.2 Rtxults

Figure 6.1 shows the lifetime clata for four clifferent wafers which were grown at difl'erent pull

speeds as a function of the measurement position. For nlost of the points plotted in this figure,

the average of two measurements are shown. Only for the standard pull speed the points reflect

the results for single measurements. The results exhibit a statistical sÇatter of 20ps and they lie

within the lifetime range of the monovacancy Q70ps) and the divacancy (325ps). Only the

medium pult speed sample showecl a higher lifetime value of 335ps at the centre of the sample.

'l'he trappin g rate in Figure 6.1 also shows a constant level between 0.2 and 0.3 ns-l across the

whole wafer.
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ó.2.3 Discussion

'l'here are several interesting observations to be macle. One is that both monovacancies and

divacancies are present since the vacancy related lilètime 12 has values which are in between the

monovacancy and the divacancy values. Second, there seems to be no obvious changes in the

lifetime characteristics as one moves from the edge of the wafer towards the centre. This is in

conttast to the early study (132) on dif'ferent waf'ers which showecl signilicant change in the delèct

concentration and distribution across a given wafer. It seerns that the present wafer material is

more homogenous despite the fact that the wafers are six inches in diameter as compared to fbur-

inch wafers investigated in (132).

The third and final observation is that there seem to be no influence of the pull speed <ln the

concentration of vacancytype defects and their distribution across the wafers.

6.2,4 Conclusion

The positron data have shown that no obvious systematic variation in the defect configuration

over the cross section of a given wafer. 1'he data also show a homogenous distribution of

vacancy-related defects across the wafer in contrast to what has been f<rund in Ref. (I32). Finally,

the pull speeds during the growth of the ingots have no apparent influence on the defect

characteristic across the six-inch Cz-silicon wafers.

6.3. IIBAT TREA'TMBÌ{T INDUCBD DBFECTS IN CZ-SILICOI\

This section deals simply with the investigation of vacancy-type clefects induced. by heat

treatments such as RTA and furnace annealing in the Cz-silicon material. 'Ihe samples used in

this investigations were B-doped material and heavily Sb-doped material. The focus of the

investigation is directed towards examining the type of defects observed in the material, the role

of the clopant in trapping of vacancies and the temperature clepenrlent configurations of the

complexes. o
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6.3.1. Sanrples

Four sets of samples were investigatecl. Set I was boron doped (-10 0cm) and contained

-l.5xl0l8/cm3 
oxyge,r interstitials anclless than -lxl0l5¡.*3 

substitutional carbon. '['his set was

subjected to rapid thermal annealing (RTA) between 600 and 100üC. A different wafer was

used for each RTA temperature. Set II samples (of the same type as in Set I) were subjected first

to a particular pre-heat-treatment (denoted CES-6), as shown in Figure 6.2. This reduced the

(average) oxygen. interstitial concentration to 1.8x1017/cm3, but subsequent RTA annealing

between 700 ancl B00C increasecl the (average) concentration to 1x1018/cm3. Set III samples were

heavily cloped with Sb (0.01-0.02 flcm) ancl heat-treated by RTA only, while set IV samples

received the same pre-heat treatment as f'or the set II samples'

o
O

a,t-
:l
rúL
CJ
o_
E
O/

F

1100 CES_ 6

900

600

o 2 /1 6B
Time (hours)

10 12 1Lt

Figure 6.2 Schente for the CES-6 pre'heat-treatlncnt emp loyed for santple sets lI and lV.

6.3,2. Results

Figure 6.3 clisplays the clefect lifetirne 12 for set I ancl II samples, and the trapping rates. A

trapping rate of lns"l corresponds to a vacancy concentrati<ln of lxl017 /cln3. The fact that the

values for 12 are larger than the butk lif'etime l2lT ps in silicon (133)l shows that the defects

cletected are of vacancy-type. In the case of the set I samples (fillecl circlef in Figure 6.3) the
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Figure 6.3 lrapping rates x2 and defect lifetime r2for as-grown RT
pre.treated boron doped cz-si. T'he tinles indicate RT'A duration.

effect of RTA is initially to clecrease the value of 12 from 270 to =250ps and later on (=900

C) to 240ps. The lifetime of 270ps in the as-grown samples arises from monovacancies (133).

The trapping rate increases rather abruptly upon RTA between 600 and 700 C but stays constant

between 650 and 1100C at a level 2 times higher than for the as-grown material.

For set II, the pre-heat,treatment itself results in a lower positron lifetinte of 250ps and the

amount of vacancies is increased slightly compared to the untreated case. The RTA treatment

further recluces the positron lifetime (to 240ps), but results in a similar behaviour of the trapping

rate as found for the set I samPles.

Since changes in trapping rate as well as in lifetirnes can be effected ty cnlug.. in the charge
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state of the clefects (134), low temperature measurements were also conducted. In particular, net

negatively charged vacancy complexes woulcl show a strongly increased trapping rate at low

temperatures. In Figure 6.4, we have the results for 3 different samples,, 2 from Set I and I

from Set II. Between 30 and 300 K the 3 samples exhibit only a weak temperature dependence

(r2 increases with temperature), which rules out the presence of negatively charged defect

complexes.
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Figure 6.4: Low temperature results for 3 boron doped samples s

as indicated by a RTA at 850oC. o RTA at 900r oC. A RTA
ubj ected to heat-treatments

at 90trC plus CES-6 Pre-

treatment

The heavily Sb-dopecl samples were only investigatecl at roclm temperature. y's shown in Figure
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6.5, the heavy Sb cloping does not change the value of the clefect lif'etime, and increases only

slightly the trapping rate. RTA, either on as-grown or on CES-6 pre-treatecl santples, results in

a behaviour much different from that shown in F-igure 6.3'

Figure 6.5: TraPPing rate x2 and

pre.treated Sb-doped Cz-Silicon.
4 for as-grown R'IA treated and CES-6

are only intended as a guide to the eye.
defect lifetime
Curves show¡r

6.3.3 DISCUSSION

For both the B-cloped ancl the Sb cloped samples, the value of 12 indicates that in as-grown Cz-Si

the vacancies, which must be bouncl to Some trap, are unperturbed in the sense that their open

volume corresponcls to that for free monovacancies. The amount of trapped vacancies is 0'4

(B-rloped) ancl 0.6 (Sb-clopecl) x 1017/cm-3 using the calibration for neutraltdefects as found by
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Mascher et al (134). Vacancy-traps in this concentration range woulcl likely be oxygen clusters

(in the tÌ-cloped r¡aterial) as suggested earlicr (135,136). 'l'his nìeans that a consicleralllelì'action

of all available oxygen is in a clustered fbrnl.

The observation that RTA has an effect on the as-grown samples at all is somewhat surprising

in view <lf the fact that during the cool-down of the original ingot the samples spend a

considerably longer time at any ternperature than they di<l later on during the RTA. T'o explain

our observations on the B-clopecl sanrples we suggest that clue to the fast cool-down of the RTA

treatetl wafers, high-ternperature conf igurations of the grown-in vacancy-impurity cotnplexes can

be quenched in. These are missing in the slowly coolecl wafers thus accounting for the increase

in trapping rate with RTA (see Figure 6.3). RTA cloes not appear to create additional complexes

beyoncl those which are grown-in since the trapping rate is constant above 650 C.

The high-temperature confìgurations corresponcls to a "squeezed" vacancy-impurity complex

because the 12lif'etime clecreases from the 270ps level. From [iigure 6'3 we note that CES-6

furnace annealing of the wafers also clecreases the value of 12 and increases the trapping rate'

In view of the above, this can also be explained by the faster cooling rate from 900 C of the

wafþrs than for the original ingot, albeit not as fast as for the subsequent RTA treatments'

The RTA of the CES-6 pretreatecl samples inclicate that the quenched-in vacancy-impurity

complex is macle observable alreacly at 650 C and is inclependent of temperature up to 1000 C'

The characteristic lif'etime is close to 240ps. For the as-grown samples this lifetime is fìrst found

after g00 c of RTA which inclicates that the defects responsible for the 270ps lifetime transform

into the 240ps species. 'Ihe constant level of 250ps between 650 and 850 C is sirnply the

weightecl average of the 270ps and the 240ps lifetimes. We note that this indication for the

thermal instability of these clefects is supported by the observation that the 270ps lifetime was not

prominent after the CES-6 treatrnent which had a "fast" cool-clown frorn 900 Ç. W. finally note
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tlrat the constant level of the trapping rates for the CES-6 treated samples is 25 % higher than

for the as-grown materials. This may well be related to a higher oxygen cluster concentration

as suggested by the significant decrease in the average interst¡tial concentration.

The low temperature measurements suggest that further complexes can be detected at low

temperatures in which the vacancies are even further "squeezed". These are not observed at

higher temperatures probably because they are shallow traps.

For the sb-doped samples, it is evident from Figure 6.5 that Sb significantly modifies the

annealing behaviour. In particular, annealing at 650 C inclicates formation of divacancies (5),

and, generally, vacancy responses are above 260ps' Sb at high concentrations appears to

dominate as a vacancY traP.

6.3.4 CONCLUSION

The present positron lifetime investigations show that vacancies are retained in Cz-grown Si' 1'he

vacancies are probably trappecl by oxygen interstitial clusters cluring the cool-down of the ingot'

In slowly cooled samples, a lifþtime of 270ps inclicates unperturbed mon<lvacancies. In rapidly

cooled samples, R'l'A indicates that peLturbed ("sr¡ueezecl") vacancies exist between 650 and 1000

C, and that the unperturbed vacancies transform to the perturbecl ones around 900 C. In heavily

Sb-doped samples, Sb appears to dominate as a vacancy trap'

4 IM

TIIE TTIETTMAL DONOR KIT,{BI.ICS

Oxygen and carbon are the two most columon irnpurities unintentionally introduced during the

crystal growth of silicon by various methocls. Their behaviour has extensively been investigated

f<lr several clecacles (137,138) because of their potential influence on the quality of various silicon
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electronic devices. When ttistritruted hornogcneously in the crystalline bulk as point-type dcf'ects,

they are electrically inactive ancl harmless. I'lowever, during high temperature processing steps,

they may migrate, interact, and pair with other clef'ects forming new electrically active complexes

or promoting different precipitating processes'

Most of the stuclies have been clone on Cz-grown silicon crystals (139) with supersaturated

oxygen concentration in excess over the carbon concentration. It has been indicated previously

(140,141) that the ratio of oxygen-carbon concentration may influence signifTcantly the

precipitation processes at high temperatures; that is, the high carbon silicon may behave

¿ifferently. Therefore, in this stucly we present nerv results on defect interactions and the effects

of carbon impurities ancl oxygen interstitials on the thermal donor kinetics.

6.4.1 Santples

The specimens usecl in these experiments were cut from a p-type boron doped Cz-silicon wafers.

'fhe concentrations of interstitial oxygen and substitutional carb<ln atoms were deterlnined by

Fourier transformation infrared (FTIR) with the results prescribed in Table I. The sarnples hacl

TABLB I. The characteristics of specimens.

Crystal Res. (0 cm) [or] Con.(cm-3) [C,l Con.(cm-3) Cond. type

A 7 1.5x1018 7.5x1016 p

B 10 1018 < 1015 p

first unclergone 450oC furnace annealing fbr a tirne dtlratiotl of 64 hours, in orcler for the thermal

clonors to be generated. Atter only one hour of lìrnace annealing treatment, the material changed

the concluctivity type liom a ptype to n-type. 'Ihe resistivity of crystal A r¡âs 0.9 ohm-cm after
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receiving 64h of annealing. In the case of crystal A, some samples were investigatecl dur:ing the

thermal clonor generation. After the 64h of annealing, the samples were treated by rapicl thernlal

heat treatment for 2,5, and 10 seccrncls for various temperatures ranging from 650 to BOüC,

while 2 ancl 5 seconds were employed at temperatures between 850 - l000oc.

The thermal donor annihilation kinetics studies showed that the sarnple which was treated for 2

seconrls of rapicl thermal heat treatment changed the concluctivity type from n-type back to the

original p-type between 725 anclTlVC at which point the resistivity was about 55 O-cm.

Heat treatments at lower temperatures were clone at our laboratory where the samples were placed

insicle a hgrizontal Al2O3 tube so that the samples restecl along two edges only. Sample B, after

64hl45OC annealing has been subjectecl to RTA treatment at125 Cfot2,5, and 10 seconds. All

lifetime measurements in this section were c<lnducted at room temperature.

6.4.2 Results

All the points plottecl in the figures are an average of 3-5 measurements. In Figure 6.6 is shown

on the top panel the variation of the total concentration of thermal donors generated at 450 C

versus ¡eat treatnlent cluration. The thermal clonor concentration increasecl rapidly fi'om 0.2xl0l5

cm-3 to a level of 5.1x1015 cm-3 in a perio<l of annealing time between 0'5h to 32h, after which

it started to level òff towarcls a saturation level of 5.5x1015 cm-3 for the rest of the annealing

cluration up to 64h. Also in Figure 6.6 are shown the clefect lifetime 12 (micldle panel) and the

trapping rate r (lower panel) as a ftinction of annealing time. We observe from the defect lifetime

panel that there is no change in the defect lifetime up to 32h of annealing and the value for 12

is _ 276ps. 'Ihe defect lifetime then began t<l increase reaching a value of 12 : 307ps as the

annealing time increasecl from 32h to 64h. The trapping rate in the lower panel has a constant

value : 0.34 ns-l between 0.5h ancl 32h of annealing ancl then clecreased to about0.2 ns-l after

64h of annealing. o
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Figure 6.6. Crystal A has undergone pre'heat treat¡nent at 450C for the ther¡nal donor

generation.

T'he collection of results plotted in Figure 6.7 represents rapid thermal annealing of samples in

the temperature range of 650 - 1000c. we observe that annealing at 650C restllts in no cltange

in the defect lifþtirne 12 (31Ops) ancl that the trapping rate was constat at a value of r = 0.2ns-l'

The thermal clonor concentration is constant after 2s of RTA annealing at a value of 5x1015 cm-3'

At 200C, the results showecl slight inclication for a clecrease in the trapping rate but tlie lifetime

remained constant at the same level as before. During this annealing all the thermal donors have

been removed.

At :/zscthe clefect lifetime clecreases towarcls 270ps ancl this clecrease is realizetl also at 750C

, albeit at a faster rate. BetweeniT5C and 900C, the lifetime tends to increase after the initial

decrease. Finally, at 1000c the lifetime steaclily clecreases, reaching a low value of 260ps' The

trapping rate increases cluring the clecrease in the lifþtirne values ancl dgcreases cluring the
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2x1016 cm-3 to 0.3x1016 cm-3, the clefect lifetime

increased slightly frorn 284ps to 301ps while

the trapping rate decreases from 0.32 to 0'22 nsl.

'We note that the thermal donor concentrations is

higher in this than sanrple in the carbon corttaining

samples (Figure 6.7,6.8). We further note that the

time developments of 12 and x do not correspond to

that clisplayed (at725oC) in Figure 6.7.

6.4.3 Discussion

The interpretation that can be drawn from the results

shown in Fig. 6.6 is that the concentration of thernlal

donors rapiclly increases cluring the fìrst 16 hours of

heat treatment and slowly approaches a level of

saturation of 5.5x1015 cm-3 after 20 hours of

annealing. During the f<lrmation of the thermal donors
Figure 6.9 R'tA treatnlents at 72sc

no changes are occurring in the lifetime parameters l::,...':1t"oto 
containing no carbon

^ intpurities.

until after 32 hours of annealing' lt is not surprising

that thermal clonors are ineffective positron traps since they are positively charged'

Since the bulk lifetime was constant (214 with uncertainty of 5ps in good agreement with the

established bulk lifetime of 2lg ps) throughout the heat treatments this indicates that oxygen

clusters, as found by Dannefaer et al (142), are not found in detectable amounts'

During the first 32 hours of annealing, the vacancy relatecl lifetime t2 waî constant at 278 ps'

This lifetime is between that for monovacancies 270 ps, (143) ancl that for the divacancies 325ps
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(143), showing that both types of vacancies contribute to the observed lifetime' 'Ihe balance

between the amount of these vacancies remain constant up to approximately 32 hours of

annealing.

The argument that can be macle for not seeing any changes during 32 hours of annealing is that

the average migration distance for the oxygen interstitials and the distance between two nearest

vacanctes are somewhat large in order for them to get trapped by the vacancy traps' The average

migration clistance can be calculated according to the following:

<t> =íIl (l)

Where t is the annealing time and D is the diffusitivity of interstitial oxygen and has found to be

Qa$ ;

D=0.17exp(-z.541k7) .m2ls (2)

strbstitutingfor r:r.rxrd s (32 hrs.) and^f --iz3 K, the diffusitivity D is equal to 3.29x10-le

cm2ls. The average migration clistance as calculated using Eq. (1) is found to be 
-19Å 

where in

reality it is ten times higher than the calculated value. The calculations of the distance between

two vacancies is given below as an illustration as to why there was no cletectable variation during

the 32h of annealing at 450C. The r2lifetirne is a weightecl average of the mono-and divacancy

lifetimes

(I rrr+'I ¿r¿)
T^=-
" (l r*l ¿)

I2=l r+l O

14

(3)

(4)



where 12 is the defèct lifetime obtained from figure . 6.6, ru is the monr)vacancy lif'etirne, r¿ is

the divacancy lifetime, Iu is the intensity for the monovacancy and I¿ is the intensity for the

clivacancy and 12 is the intensity of the defÞct.

Using the trapping moclel which was discussed earlier in section 2.6"2 we will be able to calculate

the concentration of these defects. l-tre trapping rate for two deep traps will be as follows:

t<,=t.!-t,L- ! *" -''' l* IITB Tv T¿ Tv

r.,=!r 1-r.þ-þt
'ItTg îv Tv T¿

(s)

(6)

where r" is the bulk lifetime anrl I¡ is the intensity for the short lived lifetime component.

Evaluating the values of all the paranìeters att= 32 hours of annealing, it has been found that

the clivacancy concentration is equal tcl - 3x1015 cm-3 and the mono vacancy concentration iS

equal to -2x1016 
cm-3. So in orcler to cletermine the clistance between two vacancies we obtained

the number of siticon atoms per vacancy to be equal to - 2x107. Thus the average clistance

between two vacancies is cleterminecl by <l¿> = 1N¿)l/3 x (d¡stance between two nearest

at.ms), where N¿ is the number of Si atoms per clivacancy ancl the value was founcl to be 500'{'

As we have mentionecl above, the actual migration clistance is ten times higher than the calculated

value (19,Å,). This resglt explains to a certain extent the reason for not seeing any variations

during 32h of annealing.

The result of Figures 6.7 and 6.8 are a collection of RTA measutements at various temperatures

between 650C ancl 1000C. As the thermal clonors get annealecl out at 650Cr(where in fact they
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change configurationally), we notice no change in the lifetime as well as in ttre trapping rate

which agrees with the absence of an effect when they are created. As temperature increases to

725C, the ilefect lifetime clecreases fronr 308ps to a monovacancy level of - 270ps arld tlte

trapping rate increases from - 0.2ns-l to 0.35ns-1. When we get to a higher temperature 775C,

the monovacancies become unstable and very mobile. Meanwhile, the oxygen interstitials tend

to form larger and more stable clusters, so we see an increase in the defect lifetime to the original

value of 308 ps (close to the clivacancy level of 325 ps), and the trapping rate declines to the

original value as well.

At 1000C, the lifetime clecreases to a low value of 260ps and the trapping rate increases to a

value of 0.35ns-l . The data obtained in section 6.2 for the RTA heat treatment inclucecl defèct

showed that the high temperature configurations (>900C) correspond to a "squeezed" vacancy-

impurity complex with a lifetime of 240 ps. In comparison to the results obtained in this section

at 1000C, it is suggestecl that Sttch "squeezed" vacaîcies are ftlrmed.

Figure 6.9 shows the results obtainecl for the samples containing no carbon concentration. Several

observations' can be macle; One is that the results indicate a slight increase in the trapping rate

comparecl to the 1.5 ppm carbon floped sample at the same temperature. A seconcl observation

is that there a relatively more monovacancies than clivacancies compared to the carbon doped

samples. The thircl observation is that the thermal clonor concentration is also higher in the non

carbon clopecl sample than in the carbon clopecl ones ancl this can be expected since carbon can

suppress the thermal donor formation.

6.4.4. Conclusit¡ll

The results show that during thermal donor generation at 450C, the monovac¿ìncy response

clecreases relative to the divacancy response after 32h of annealing time. Thre RTA of the thermal
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4onors i¡clicates a process which begins to take place at 725C during which the divacancies are

converted into a rnonovacancies. No correlation was evident between Lhermal donor

concentration and vacancy response. 'l'he results of the samples withtlut carbon rliffþred

significantly from the samples with carbon. Further research is necessary in orcler to have a

better unclerstancling of the behaviour of carbon in these samples'
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